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consent of wikiHow, Inc. The electrical compartment could be in a closet, a cabinet, or behind a
panel on a wall or underneath a seat. Remove the panel that covers the fuses when you find it.
RVs typically have both a fuse box and a circuit breaker panel located next to each other under
the same panel or in the same compartment. Look for any tripped breakers and flip them back
on first. Inspect the circuit breaker panel before you examine the fuses, in case you just have a
tripped breaker. You can close up the circuit breaker and fuse box and get back to whatever you
were doing. Locate a labelled diagram next to the fuses or on the inside of the fuse box panel.
Read the labels to determine which fuse corresponds to the appliance in your RV that stopped
working. You might be able to tell which fuse is bad just by looking at them as well. Blown fuses
often have a dark, burnt-looking smear or a visible break in the metal wire that you can see
through the glass or plastic. Test the fuse with a test light. Touch the test light probe to the left
and right sides of the fuse, without removing the fuse, and watch for the light to go on in the
handle. If the light turns on for both sides of the fuse, it is fine and the problem is elsewhere.
For example, you might have a bigger electrical problem or there could be a problem with your
appliance. Part 2 of Purchase a replacement fuse with the same voltage and amperage rating.
The ratings are written right on the fuse. Buy a replacement fuse with the same voltage and
amperage rating written on it to replace the bad fuse. You can buy them online or at an auto
parts shop. That way, if a fuse blows on the road, you can quickly replace it with no hassles.
Flip the power switch for the electrical appliance to the OFF position. Unplug the appliance as
well, if possible, to ensure it has no access to electricity when you put a new fuse in. For
example, if the lights in the living area of your RV went out, make sure all the light switches in
that area are flipped off to avoid them all coming on at once when you put a working fuse in.
Pull out the bad fuse using fuse pullers or needle-nose pliers. Grab the fuse between the jaws of
the fuse pullers or needle-nose pliers and squeeze gently to get a grip on it. Pull it straight out
of the fuse block to remove it. Your RV may have a pair hanging somewhere inside the electrical
compartment. Plug the new fuse into the empty fuse block space. Position the new fuse so that
the amperage number is right-side-up and facing you. Push it into the spot you just pulled the
fuse out of until it is in all the way. The fuse should just pop right into place nice and easy. Test
the new fuse and the corresponding electrical appliance. Check both the left and right sides of
the new fuse with your test light probe and watch for the light in the handle to come on. Include
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use it for the summer, check your fuses when you take your RV out of storage and get ready to
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this! Short circuits range from direct shorts that blow the fuse immediately, to high-resistance
types that take several minutes to blow the fuse, to "phantom loads" that never blow the fuse,
but can drain your RV batteries within a few days. Although a volt electrical short circuit in your
RV can be elusive, a systematic approach to finding and eliminating possible trouble spots, one
at a time, puts this repair within reach of the typical RV owner. Attach the male spade AWG
disconnects to the ends of the buzzer wire leads, so that you can plug the buzzer into the fuse
socket. Insert the male spade AWG disconnects into the fuse sockets and listen for the buzzer.
If you are using a piezo buzzer and hear no sound, reverse the polarity of the wires and you
should hear the buzzer. Leave the buzzer on; this will let you know when you find the short.
Identify all the appliances and lights that this circuit powers, and disconnect them one by one. If
the buzzer turns off, then you have found the appliance that has the short circuit in it. Remove

the male spade AWG disconnects from the fuse plug, and plug in a new fuse. Identify the
appliances this circuit powers. Make sure all the appliances are turned off. Check the amp rating
of each appliance, and write it down on a piece of paper. Turn on the first appliance, and check
the ammeter to see how many amps it's using. Check the appliance's amp rating list to see if it's
close to the listed amount. Continue checking each appliance. If you see one that draws more
amps than it's rated for, you have found the appliance that is slowly blowing the fuse. This will
show you how much current amps the RV is draining from your battery. Remove fuses. To
isolate which circuit is causing the slow electrical leak, remove each fuse, one at a time, while
checking the ammeter. When you see the ammeter reading decrease, or go down to zero
milliamps, note which fuse caused this. If the amp draw decreased, but did not go down to zero,
leave the fuse out and continue removing the other fuses one at a time until the amp draw is at
zero. Check the circuit. Once you've found the specific circuit that is draining the battery,
determine which appliances or lights are on that circuit. Plug the fuse back in and disconnect
each appliance in that circuit, one at a time. Look at the ammeter each time you disconnect an
appliance from the circuit, until you find the amp draw. Disconnect all power sources and
disconnect all appliances and lights on the shorted circuit. Remove the fuse from the shorted
circuit. Plug a male spade AWG disconnect into the load side of the fuse plug i. Connect the
ohmmeter to the spade connector and to a ground source such as the frame or sheet metal of
your RV. If the circuit is still shorted, the meter will register continuitythe needle will go to zero.
Trace where the wire from the fuse goes. Follow the wire loom and see if there is any
mechanical damage to the wires. Look for screws that penetrate the wire loom, sharp metal
edges that might cut the wires, compressed wires caught between two plates, and loose wires.
Make sure all the wires are secure, to prevent them from being damaged by road vibration. Strip
the insulation tape off the wire loom and find the color-coded wire that comes from the faulty
fuse. Cut the faulty wire with a wire cutter. Write down the location of the cut you made on the
wire. Check the ohmmeter to see if the needle returns to infinity. If it's still at zero, the short is
between the cut and the fuse. If the needle goes to infinity after you cut the wire, the short is
further down the line. Connect and tape the AWG disconnect. Continue to cut the shorted circuit
wire every few feet, write down the location, and crimp disconnects on the wire. When the
ohmmeter stays at zero after you cut the wire, you have found the section of wire with the short
circuit i. William Collins is a freelance technical writer living in the American Southwest. He has
been writing since for websites such as Today. Collins has worked as a Registered Nurse in the
operating room and in the home health wound care field since Step 1 Remove the fuse from a
circuit that blows instantly. Step 2 Attach the male spade AWG disconnects to the ends of the
buzzer wire leads, so that you can plug the buzzer into the fuse socket. Step 3 Insert the male
spade AWG disconnects into the fuse sockets and listen for the buzzer. Step 4 Identify all the
appliances and lights that this circuit powers, and disconnect them one by one. Step 2 Identify
the appliances this circuit powers. Step 3 Check the amp rating of each appliance, and write it
down on a piece of paper. Step 4 Turn on the first appliance, and check the ammeter to see how
many amps it's using. Step 2 Set the ammeter to the "Milliamp" scale. Step 3 Remove fuses.
Checking Wiring Step 1 Disconnect all power sources and disconnect all appliances and lights
on the shorted circuit. Step 2 Remove the fuse from the shorted circuit. Step 3 Trace where the
wire from the fuse goes. Step 4 Strip the insulation tape off the wire loom and find the
color-coded wire that comes from the faulty fuse. Step 5 Cut the faulty wire with a wire cutter.
Step 6 Check the ohmmeter to see if the needle returns to infinity. Keep a record of all the wire
cut locations. Reconnect all splices securely with AWG disconnects or butt connectors. Tape all
splices with pink or other brightly colored electrical tape. Using an ohmmeter on a circuit that
has power in it will destroy the ohmmeter. The Winnebago Fuse is the fuel efficient Ford Transit
in the RV industry with a slideout and modeled after the very successful Winnebago View and
Itasca Navion 24G rear queen bed slideout floorplan with a rear full bath! All while maintaining
15 â€” 17 mpg highway! A rear walkaround queen bed slides towards the patio side with the an
expansive slideout, while the 23T still maintains over 1, lbs of cargo carrying capacity! Six
speed automatic transmission with SelectShift capability, dual overdrive and grade brake
capability. Convenience package is now standard and includes cab entry assist steps, Coleman
Mach 10 low profile roof AC with 1, watt heat strip, slide out cover, swivel passenger cab seat
with residential height cushion, additional coach battery, 10 ft 4 inch foot powered patio awning
with LED awning lights and Flexguard awning cover, rear ladder. Zamp solar package, dual
watts panels for total standard, and expandable. Includes quick port input for adding portable
as well. So many things come standard in the all new Fuse, but this Fuse from Lichtsinn RV
includes the following factory installed options:. Ultralux Primera leather cab seats, the
passenger side of which swivels to become an integral lounge chair to the coach with a cab
seat cushion. Cab seats with armrests, fixed lumbar support, adjustable headrest, and multi

adjustable recline and slide. Includes the following exterior highlights, in addition to the
specifications on our website page and brochure:. Missing an Option You're Looking For? We
can add any additional options at our dealership, including satellite, Nitrogen for your tires, and
more! At Lichtsinn RV our website has full video walkarounds on each RV, making it easy for
you to purchase. On our website you can go for a virtual test drive, purchase your RV over the
phone or the internet, and then take delivery at our dealership, which is only 1 Mile from
Winnebago, Itasca, and Winnebago Touring Coach here in Forest City, Iowa! We respect our
franchise agreement with Winnebago Industries and comply with their Internet Pricing Policy,
which does not allow any dealer to advertise prices below Minimum Advertised Prices. While we
recognize not all dealers respect this, you can have our best No Hassle Sales Price sent direct
to your inbox by completing this form! By requesting a price quote or seeking information from
Lichtsinn RV, you agree to receive information periodically about ongoing specials. Should you
no longer wish to receive information, instructions for removal are included with every email
received. Lichtsinn RV will not release your information to third parties. Good News! A sales
consultants will be following up with you shortly. If you need immediate assistance please call
us at Our lowest price on this item is. This price is only valid for 24 hours from. Close and
Continue Shopping. Fill out this offer form and we'll get back with you as soon as possible.
Know someone who might be interested in this RV? This just sends them a link to it so they can
take a look. Lichtsinn RV is not responsible for any misprints, typos, or errors found in our
website pages. Any price listed excludes sales tax, registration tags and delivery fees.
Manufacturer pictures, specifications and features may be used in place of actual RVs in our
inventory. New inventory may be on order. Please contact us at for availability as our inventory
changes rapidly. All calculated payments are an estimate only and do not constitute a
commitment that financing or a specific interest rate or term is available. Our financing rates
and terms change daily, and the rates and terms utilized in loan payment calculations are the
average interest rates and terms written on loans over the past 30 days. No rate or term is an
offer to contract and is illustrative in nature only. For your most competitive rate and term, see
our business manager for qualification. Lichtsinn RV has no surprise fees, dealer prep fees, or
dealer admin fees. Stock or Model. Back to Results. Previous Unit Next Unit. Viewing unit of.
Videos Photos Floorplan icon Tour. This coach is powered by the tried and true Ford Transit
powertrain: 1. Ford Transit 3. Six speed automatic transmission with SelectShift capability, dual
overdrive and grade brake capability 5. Rearview camera monitoring system with color camera
7. Driver and passenger front air bags with three point safety belts 8. Tilt and telescoping
steering for a fatigueless fit 9. Cab window privacy panels Includes the following enhancements
and changes from Winnebago Industries: 1. All new Ford Sync connectivity package is now
standard 2. Factory installed 5, lb tow package has now been made standard 4. Convenience
package is now standard and includes cab entry assist steps, Coleman Mach 10 low profile roof
AC with 1, watt heat strip, slide out cover, swivel passenger cab seat with residential height
cushion, additional coach battery, 10 ft 4 inch foot powered patio awning with LED awning
lights and Flexguard awning cover, rear ladder 5. Entry door height has been increased 2 inches
6. Ultralux Primera leather cab seats, the passenger side of which swivels to become an integral
lounge chair to the coach with a cab seat cushion 2. Heated drainage system 3. Rear bedroom
TV 4. Powered ventilator fan upgrade Includes the following interior highlights: 1. Rearview
camera monitoring system with color camera 2. Cab seats with armrests, fixed lumbar support,
adjustable headrest, and multi adjustable recline and slide 3. Cruise controls 4. Powered door
locks 5. Cab window privacy panels 6. HDTV, 32 inch 7. Satellite system ready, and any of which
we can add here at Lichtsinn RV 9. MCD blackout roller shades HDTV local off air antenna Vinyl
padded ceiling LED lighting USB chargers Refrigerator and freezer Decorative backsplash with
indirect lighting Stainless steel sink with sink cover Retractable self cleaning shower door
Skylight in bath Powered roof vent Coleman Mach 10 low profile roof AC with 1, watt heat strip
7. Dual deep cycle Group 24 batteries 8. TrueLevel holding tank monitoring system 9. Water
tank fill with lockable door Outside shower and wash station Premium high gloss skin
Illuminated storage compartments Exterior speaker system What Our Customers Are Saying.
Contact Us. Recently Viewed. Down Payment -. Trade-in Allowance -. Loan Term. Annual
Interest Rate. Rates and amount financed are determined by credit history. Your actual
payments may vary. Plus tax, title and license. See dealer for details. Get Our Lowest Price. Cell
Home Work. Thank You,! Phone Type Cell Home Work. It's ok to contact me about future
discounts and events. Easily unsubscribe at any time. For more information, call us at or
Contact Us. Similar RVs and Floorplans. How Can We Help? Submit Cell Home Work. Send to a
Friend. Your Message. Send a copy of this email to me. Winnebago Industries, Inc. The
company was founded in and has been producing motor homes since , and now has re-entered
the towable RV market since began. Winnebago Industries continues into the future with steady

growth; commitment to quality; extensive research and testing, and a fantastic lineup of RV
products! The Company markets its recreational vehicles on a wholesale basis to a diversified
dealer organization located throughout the U. Last Name. The typical RV will be equipped with a
amp RV distribution panel that has volts coming into the unit. The volt AC appliances are
protected by residential style circuit breakers. The volt DC operation is protected by automotive
style fuses and provide power for the roof vents, lights, water pump, and appliance operating on
the LP mode. Fuses are not like breakers, meaning once they blow they have to be replaced.
There is no resetting fuses on an RV distribution panel. If a fuse is bad it will appear burnt a
little on the inside of it. However, you can test for a bad fuse to verify that is the problem. Place
a volt meter at the bare metal section on the top of the fuse. If it is not lighting up, it is a bad
fuse. Newer RV distribution panel models will have lights underneath the fuses and if the light is
on, it is indicating the fuse has gone bad. When working with an RV distribution panel make
sure that all power coming into the panel is disconnected and you are wearing the proper safety
goggles. The only time power should be on when working on the panel is to test and read power
levels. When reading power levels of fuses, verify each one has 12 volts of current. Knowing
how the distribution panel is set up and how to determine if there is a bad fuse, will help you
troubleshoot most of your electrical system issues. If you want to compare the benefits of LED
and incandescent bulbs, this is the video to watch. This video takes you step-by-step to
quantify the amp drawâ€¦. The main television in your RV is somewhere in the living room, but
what about those times when you want to watch a show as you fall asleep? Having a secondary
television in the bedroom takes care of those nights, as well as those when the grandkids stay
over and you have different tastes inâ€¦. Move your RV to a park or campground, though, and
having a porch light on all night long can really annoy the neighbors. Your outdoor lights may
makeâ€¦. One of the best things about owning an RV is being able to take many of the comforts
from home along with you when traveling on vacation. This includes being able to enjoy
watching your favorite television shows while relaxing at night after a long day of traveling on
the open road, or to checkâ€¦. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN.
Search for:. Become A Member. Duration: Become A Member. Premium Sign up for premium
membership and get access to our best RV repair and maintenance videos. Learn new RV repair
techniques and tips from friendly RV experts. Gold Upgrade to GOLD membership and get
unlimited access to our entire library of premium RV repair and maintenance videos, receive
discounts on DVDs, video downloads, and classes in the shop. Description The typical RV will
be equipped with a amp RV distribution panel that has volts coming into the unit. Facebook
Instagram Pinterest Youtube Twitter. Fuse holders house the fuses between the battery bank
and DC loads or charging sources. Class T Fuses are used as circuit protection between battery
banks and inverters or alternators. Dimensions: H 2. Maxi Fuses provide circuit protection
typically between a charge controller or small inverter and a battery bank. ATC Fuses are
commonly used in automotive applications between the battery bank and DC loads like lights
and fans. Mini fuses are used for circuit protection between battery banks and some system
control or monitoring components. Fuses provide circuit protection between the battery bank
and a load or charging source. Class T fuses provide circuit protection between the battery
bank and the inverter. They are also sometimes used between an alternator and a battery bank.
Maxi fuses are typically used for charge controllers or smaller inverters. ATC fuses are used for
DC loads. Mini fuses are typically used for small system components like Battery Management
Systems or monitors. Dimensions: H 4. Dimensions: H 6. The 50A sub panel is recommended
for W or larger inverters. Breaker box for AC distribution, Rated for 40A. This box
accommodates 3 x 1" wide single pole or double pole tandem breakers. Dimensions: H 3. DC
Breakers are typically used between a charge controller and a battery bank, but can also be
used between a battery bank and an inverter or alternator. When designing a solar charging
system, select a breaker rated just above the current rating of the charge controller. Because of
Direct Current's tendency to arc when disconnected, special breakers are needed. These DC
breakers are ideally used between charge controllers and battery banks and on alternator or
small inverter lines. Dimensions: H 1. Manually disconnect high current lines. This switch is
typically used between a combiner box and a charge controller, or between a battery bank and
an inverter. Sign In My Account. Where Do I Start? Complete Kits. Van Conversions. Airstream
Trailers. Class A Motorhomes. Class B Motorhomes. Class C Motorhomes. Truck Campers. Tiny
Homes. Boats coming soon. Home Preparedness. Lithium Batteries. AGM Batteries. Product
Overview. Complete Solar Chargers. Alternator Chargers. DC Distribution. Solar Panels.
Mounting Hardware. Roof Cable Management. Charge Controller Kits. Charge Controller
Accessories. Charge Controllers. System Core Components. Battery Monitors. Battery
Accessories. Installation Tools. DIY Instructions. RV Solar Education. Benefits Of Solar. Volts,
Amps, Watts. Panel Ratings. Voltage Drop. Electrical Code. System Size Pt. Solar Panel FAQs.

Charge Controller FAQs. Wiring FAQs. Battery FAQs. Invert
2007 kia rondo headlight replacement
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er FAQs. Mount FAQs. System FAQs. Service FAQs. Miscellaenous FAQs. Quote Request.
Support Request. Dealers and Installers. Directions and Accommodations. Leave a Review.
Fuse Holders Fuse holders house the fuses between the battery bank and DC loads or charging
sources. Add To Cart. Fuses Fuses provide circuit protection between the battery bank and a
load or charging source. Spare Class T Fuses from Class T Fuses are used as circuit protection
between a battery bank and an inverter. Maxi Fuses 1. ATC Fuses 0. Mini Fuses 0. Fuse Kits. ST
Fuse Block 6 Circuit ST Fuse Block 12 Circuit ATC Fuse Kit Add a fuse kit to a load or charging
source. Eaton Sub Panel Surface Mount Eaton Sub Panel Flush Mount GE 50A Sub Panel
Duplex AC Breakers for Eaton box from AC Breakers for Eaton box from 7. Din Mount AC
Breakers DC Breakers DC Breakers are typically used between a charge controller and a battery
bank, but can also be used between a battery bank and an inverter or alternator. DC Breakers
from

